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Chapter 4: The Filler IT vs. THERE                          

Scenario: The World 

Rain, rain, rain!                   

It was raining all 

last week, wasn’t it? 

It’s raining all this 

week, isn’t it? And it 

will be raining all next 

week too, won’t it?                

I can’t stand the 

weather in London.                  

Why don’t we go to 

Scandinavia? It snows  

in Sweden, doesn’t it? 

Snow is beautiful.   

1 

      It took       

hours to fly       

to  Stockholm      

from England.       

There’s snow 

everywhere! And    

it’s still snowing. 

It’s not a blizzard, 

is it? maybe it is.       

It’s 10:00 in the 

morning. Why isn’t 

it light yet?       

4 
The World 

2 

In winter it’s dark 

most of the day at 

the Arctic Circle.       

It won’t get light until 

afternoon.  Then it will 

get dark again in a few 

hours.  Is there       

ever going to be any 

sunshine?  How many 

miles is it from here to 

Africa?  It’s bright and 

sunny there, right? 

I don’t 
I like th

e tropic
s! 

It’s too
 humid! Anyway, 

what kind
s of sto

rms are
 

there h
ere? Are ther

e 

tornado
s? Hurrican

es? 

Typhoons?
 Electric

al 

storms? Or what?         
         

  

What tim
e of day

 is it in
 

Hawaii now? How far is 

it from 
here to

 there?
 

How long w
ill it ta

ke  

to get 
there? 

6 

It’s 10:00 at night.                          

It’s still 78 degrees on 

this island. It was so windy 

today! Are there going to be 

high winds tomorrow, too?                   

Doesn’t it ever cool down and 

get tranquil on Oahu?                    

There isn’t much variety here, 

is there? How many hours is it 

by plane from Oahu to Los 

Angeles? It’s not far. So let’s 

go before it’s too late 

3 

4 

it sure took a long time        

to get to Cairo, didn’t 

it? it isn’t getting very 

hot here today, but it’s so  

dry! It isn’t going to rain, 

I’m sure, but aren’t there 

going to be sandstorms? 

Where’s there some water? 

We need to go to South 

America! It won’t take  

over a week by boat.    

5 
7 

Why is it                    

always smoggy                  

in Los Angeles?                      

There was smog 

yesterday,                   

there’s smog today, 

and there will be 

smog tomorrow.   

Doesn’t it ever rain 

or snow here?  

Let’s go to Europe!             

There are all kinds 

of weather there! 

Of course, it’s                     

a long way from 

L.A. to London! 

The Filler IT 
vs. THERE  
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4-A  On the lines, write the missing words from the Scenario:                                    
The World on page 83. Include it or there.  

Why is 1    it   always smoggy in Los Angeles? 2 

_________ was smog yesterday, 3  there’s  smog today, 
and 4 _______ will be smog tomorrow.  Doesn’t _______ 5  
ever rain or snow here? Let’s go to Europe!  6 _________ 
are all kinds of weather there.  Of course, 7 ____________ 
a long way from L.A. to England.  

4-B  For each sentence, arrange the words under the line                
in the correct order. See the Scenario: The World.   

1.   _It won’t get light until afternoon, will it?   _              It will get dark again soon. ___ . 
   . until afternoon / won’t get light / It / will it?      get dark again / will / It / soon.  
2. ________________________________________________________________________. 

     ever / any sunshine? / going to be / there / Is  
3. _______________________________________________________________________. 
          it / How many miles / from here to Egypt? / is 
4. _______________________________________________________________________. 
         to get to Cairo, / It / sure took a long time / didn’t it? 
5. _______________________________________________________________________. 
                getting that hot here today, / isn’t / It / but / so dry. / it’s 
6. _______________________________________________________________________. 
       going to be / But aren’t / sandstorms? / there               there / Where’s / some water? 
7. _______________________________________________________________________ 
     in Hawaii now? / What time of day / it / is         it / from here to there? / How far / is 
8. _______________________________________________________________________. 
      today! / It / so windy / was           high winds tomorrow? / there / going to be / Are  

8 _____ was raining all last week in London, wasn’t 9 _____?     
10 _____ raining all this week, isn’t 11______?  And 12 _______ 
will be raining all next week too, won’t 13 ____? 14 ________ 
snows in Sweden, doesn’t 15 _______? 16 __________ snow 
everywhere! And 17 _______ still snowing there. 18 _______ 
10:00 in the morning in Scandinavia. Why isn’t 19 _______ 
light yet? 20 _______ dark most of the day in the Arctic.   
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4-C  To match the Places a-g with the Weather Sentences 1-7, 
write the letters [in the brackets].                                               

Then for Items 8-12, write      true     or    false   .                            

* Fix the wrong sentences. Write the correct words.  

1. There was smog yesterday, it’s smoggy                           
today, and it will be smoggy tomorrow. [      ]   

a. the northern coast                 
of South America  

2. It rained all last week, it’s still raining this                         
week, and it will be raining next week. [      ]  

b. the Hawaiian                           
island of Oahu 

3. It took hours to fly here from England. There’s 
snow everywhere. It’s still snowing. [      ] 

c. Los Angeles, 
California 

4. It’s 10:00 in the morning. Why isn’t it light                          
yet? In winter it’s dark most of the day. [      ] 

d. London, England                  
(the British Isles) 

5. It’s often bright and sunny. It doesn’t                             
always get that hot, but it’s dry. Aren’t                                
there going to be sandstorms? [      ]  

e. north                                        
of the Arctic circle 

6. It’s the tropics. It’s very humid.  What kinds                           
of storms are there? Hurricanes? Typhoons? 
Cyclones? Or what? [      ] 

f. Cairo, Egypt,                           
in North Africa 

7. It’s 10:00 at night, and it’s still 72 degrees                              
on the island. It was windy today. Are                             
there going to be high winds tomorrow? 

g. Stockholm, Sweden 
(Scandinavia, in 
Northern Europe) 

8. The climate and weather are different in various areas of the world.       true      . 

9. There’s a lot of snow in Los Angeles and a lot of smog in Scandinavia. _______ 

12. People everywhere complain about the weather. ________  

10. It’s usually sunny in London, England, and rainy in Cairo, Egypt. ___________ 

11. There are blizzards in the tropics of South America                                                        
and typhoons in the Arctic Circle. _________ 
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 GRAMMAR NOTES: The Filler IT  
In the subject position of a sentence, the word IT can be a “filler.” In this use, it isn’t a pronoun                   

(a replacement for a noun).  It has no real meaning.  The singular verb phrase can be past, present,                
or future—simple or continuous.  This use of the filler IT is most common                                   

in sentences about climate or weather, time, and distance.  

QUESTION 
WORDS 

BE (NOT) 
“HELPING 
VERBS” 

THE 
FILLER IT 
(IN SUBJECT 
POSITION) 

BE (NOT) 
“HELPING 
VERBS” 

 
ADJECTIVE  MAIN VERB   [ POSSIBLE 

RESPONSES ]   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When 
How far 
What time 

Why 
What date 

 
 

Was 
 

Isn’t 
 
 

is 
is 
is 

isn’t 
is 

It 
It 
it 
It 
it 
It 
It 
it 
it 
it 
it 
it 

was 
wasn’t 

 
‘s not 

 
‘s 

will be 
going to 

smoggy 
 

 sunny 
far  

snowing 
 

100º F  
 
 
 

very hot 

  
raining, 

 
   
 

getting 
 

cool 
  
 

in Egypt  
 

yesterday, 
was it?  
in L.A? 
to Europe. 
anymore? 
dark early. 
in an hour. 
off?  
from here to . . ? 
now? 
this week? 
today? 

It sure was. 
No, it wasn’t. 
No, it rained. 

Yes, it is.  
I don’t think it is.  

It certainly is.  
Yeah, I know.  

Maybe tonight.  
A thousand miles. 
It’s 10:00 p.m.  

It’s winter.  
It’s February 1.   

 
 
 
 

When 
How long 

 
 

Does 
Didn’t 

did 
will 

It 
It 
it 
it 
it 
it 

doesn’t  hail or sleet 
snows 

get 
storm 
rain 
take 

in the tropics. 
up north, right? 
cold here? 
last night? 
today? 
to get to . . ? 

No, it doesn’t. 
It certainly does. 
It does in winter. 

Yes, it did.  
A few hours ago. 

Two days.   

4-D  THE FILLER IT. Turn to the Scenario: The World  on page 
83. Circle the word it as a filler in subject position.  

EXAMPLES: Why is  it  always smoggy in Los Angeles? Doesn’t  it  ever rain or snow here?          

Let’s go to Europe!  Of course, it’s a long way from L.A. to England! 

 GRAMMAR NOTES: The Filler IT for Time & Distance 
In sentences with the filler IT about time or distance, the most common verb is BE.                            

The verb TAKE is useful in telling about the time necessary to go a distance.  EXAMPLES:  

  TIME:  It’s late, isn’t it?  What time is it in Mexico City now?   It’s 6:15, an hour later than in L.A.                  
When were you last there?  It was May.  It was 2016.   It was spring, wasn’t it?   Yes, it was.  

When are you going again?  It won’t be until a few years from now.  And it’s going to be winter.  

DISTANCE:  How far is it from here to there?  It’s several thousand miles.                                     
How long did it take to fly there?  A few hours.  Does it take longer to drive?   It takes over a week.  
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4-E  THE FILLER IT—TIME. Put the filler word IT into 
these questions when necessary. You can insert                 

it into sentences with    .  In full statements, answer Questions 
1-10 according to the World Time Map. Include the filler IT.   

1.  What years was on this time-zone map? What years is ? What years will   be?            
It was 2016 to 2017 on this map, wasn’t it?    Isn’t it 2020 to 2021 this year?    It will be 2022 to 2023, won’t it? 

2.  What months of the year was?  Which days of the week is going to be?  
3.  Let’s say the map is for this moment in time.  Is 9:00 in the morning in 

California? Is 1:00 a.m. or 1:00 p.m. in New York?  Is 3 a.m. in Greenland? 
4.  What time is in London, England?  What time is in Stockholm, Sweden? 
5.  What time was in Tokyo, Japan, an hour ago?  What time was in central South 

America two hours ago?  What time will be there in two hours? 
6.  Is going to be 3:00 p.m. in central Australia twelve hours from now, isn’t?          

isn’t the same time in western Australia right now, is?  
7. Which day of the week is in China? Is Saturday or Sunday in Mexico? 
8. What day of the year is in Russia?  Is December 31 or January 1 in Peru? 
9. Where’s New Year’s Eve?  Where’s New Year’s Day?  Where is midnight? 
10. Is later in Alaska or Brazil?  Is earlier in Southeast Asia or the U.S.? 

Sunday, January 1 Saturday, December 31 Sunday, Jan. 1 

In
t
er

n
at

io
n
al

 D
at

el
in

e 

P
ri
m
e 

M
er

id
ia
n
 

it it it 

1 Time Zone = 1000 Miles the Years 2016 to 2017—or 2022 to 2023 
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1 Hour by Plane = about 500 Miles. 1 Hour by Train = about 500 Miles. 1 Day by Boat = 750 Miles 

London 

Stockholm 

Vancouver 

L.A. 
 NORTH 

AMERICA 

Miami 

Havana Mexico 

New 
York 

Chicago 

THE ARCTIC CIRCLE 

GREENLAND 

 ASIA 

 THE INDIAN 
OCEAN 

Sydney 

Honolulu  

 AUSTRALIA 

Hanoi 

Hong Kong 

INDONESIA 

Tokyo 
Seoul 

Beijing 

Vladivostok 

 TH
E  P

A
C

IFIC  O
C

EA
N 

Cairo 
Algiers 

Lisbon Kabul 

Riyadh 

Baghdad EUROPE 

Mumbai 

Cape Town 

Johannesburg 

Addis 
Ababa 

Dakar 

Lagos 

 AFRICA 
 THE A

TLANTIC O
CEAN 

*4-E  Now make more questions, answers, and statements about                   
the information in the world time-zone map on the previous page. 
Include the filler IT when necessary. Have your conversation for                  
the class or whole group. EXAMPLES:  

Let’s see. It’s exactly 12:00 midnight here in                                  

the U.S. Midwest. It’s January 1—New Year’s Day. Is it the 

same day in Europe? Is it Still Saturday or is it Sunday? 

And what year was it a minute ago? What year is it now?     

It’s 2006 now, isn’t it? Or is this an old time-zone map?                         
If so, maybe it was 1984, 1994, or 1995. For the future, it could 

be 2012 or 2017. I know because I looked up this info on the 
Internet. It’s under “Perpetual Calendar.” Anyway, where will it 

be 12 Midnight next? Let’s see. . . It’s only 8:00 in Hawaii.           

Lima 

Buenos Aires 

Tierra del Fuego 

Santiago 

Caracas 

SOUTH 
AMERICA 

CENTRAL 

AMERICA 

ANTARCTICA 

Rio De 
Janeiro 
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Scenario: The World 

4-F  THE FILLER IT—DISTANCE. Make sentences with IT about 
distances in the world. You can use information from                 

the map on the previous page and the numbers of miles below.                   
Here are some common question patterns: 

 Los Angeles, 
California 

London, 
England  

Stockholm, 
Sweden 

the Arctic 
Circle 

Cairo, Egypt Venezuela, 
South America  

Oahu, Hawaii 

Los Angeles  5456   5527 5965 7600 3625 2551 
London 5456  892 1304 2187 4662 7239 

Stockholm 5527 892  438 2123 5421 6867 
the Arctic Circle 5965 1304 438  2561 859 7288 

Cairo 7600 2187 2123 2921  6349 8851 
Venezuela  3625 4662 5421 5859 6349  6017 

Hawaii 2551 7239 6867 7292 8851 6017  

STRAIGHT DISTANCES IN MILES BETWEEN PLACES IN THE WORLD 

About how far is it from Los Angeles, California, to London, England?                                 

It’s exactly 5456 as the crow flies, isn’t it? So it’s approximately 

5500 miles or 7380 kilometers, right? Is it further from L.A. to 

London or to Stockholm? Oh, it’s a little further to Sweden, I see.        

So . . . about how many hours does it take to fly from here to London?                      

Well, if it takes about an hour to go 500 miles by plane, then I guess it’s 

about 11 hours, isn’t it? Does that sound right? Anyway, except for the Arctic 

Circle and Tierra del Fuego, all places marked on this world map are cities? 

So how long will it take to get to Cairo, Egypt?             

EXAMPLES:  

**4-F Now make more questions, answers, and statements about 
distances between places in the world. You can use the world cities 
and areas from the map on the previous page and/or places of your 
own choice—your hometown and other cities, states and provinces, 
your native country and other nations, regions, etc. ***You can get 
info about distances from reference books and geography websites.  

1. About how far is it from . . .  to . . . ? Is it farther from . . . to . . . or to . . . ? 

2. Is(n’t) it about . . . miles from . . . to . . . ? About how many kilometers is it? 

3. About how many hours is it by . . . [ bicycle / (air)plane / (supersonic) jet / helicopter / 
train / bus / truck / car / ferry boat / ship / . . . ] from here to . . . ?  

4. How long will it take . . . [ by air / by rail / by sea / on foot . . . ] to . . . ? 

5. Does it take about . . . [ minutes / hours / days / . . . ] to get from . . . to . . . ? 
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 GRAMMAR NOTES: The Filler IT  for Weather 
In sentences with the filler IT about climate or weather, the most common verb is BE.                          

Other common “linking verbs” are seem, feel, and get. Adjectives follow linking verbs.  EXAMPLES:   
THE PAST: It was really hot yesterday, wasn’t it? It sure was. It got very humid too, didn’t it? 

THE PRESENT: Is it cooler today?  Well, it isn’t 95 anymore. It doesn’t feel so hot anymore. 
THE FUTURE: When will it seem cooler? Tomorrow—because it isn’t going to be so humid.   

Other IT-sentences about climate and weather contain non-linking verbs, like                                 
sprinkle, drizzle, rain, pour, snow, sleet, hail, stom, thunder, clear up, etc.  

THE PAST: Did it rain yesterday? No, it didn’t, but it sprinkled a little. It was drizzling for a while. 
THE PRESENT: Is it snowing out? No, but it often snows here. It sleets and hails sometimes too.  

THE FUTURE: It’s going to pour in a few minutes. It will storm and thunder. Let’s get inside! 

City Today Tomorrow 
Acapulco 93 / 73 98 / 76 

Anchorage 30 / 20 28 / 16 

Chicago 60 / 23 63 / 32 
Dallas 65 / 32 72 / 48 

Denver 44 / 22 45 / 23 
Edmonton 24 / 06 20 / 0 

Havana 84 / 70 86 / 74 
Los Angeles 75 / 60 75 / 56 
Mexico City 70 / 37 75 / 44 

Miami 79 / 73 75 / 70 

TEMPERATURES: HI/LO  
FAHRENHEIT (F) DEGREES º 

Yesterday 
90 / 70 
42 / 28 

64 / 34 
74 / 44 
44 / 22 
32 / 16 
84 / 72 
78 / 65 
78 / 45 
84 / 78 

Montreal 70 / 53 60 / 45 60 / 49 
New York 60 / 42 68 / 47 72 / 47 

Panama City 90 / 82 90 / 80 90 / 78 
Toronto 32 / 20 27 / 16 22 / 10 

Caracas 88 / 70 82 / 66 82 / 64 
Bogotá 64 / 44 64 / 48 68 / 50 

EXAMPLES:  Where is it hottest on this map today? It’s 93 degrees Fahrenheit in Acapulco.  

That’s almost 30º Centigrade (Celsius)!  It was 90º yesterday.  It will be 98º 
tomorrow. But last night it cooled down to 70º. It will get down to 73º tonight 

and 76º tomorrow night. It’s cooler everywhere else in the hemisphere, especially 

in Edmonton, Canada. It will get even colder there tomorrow—0º F or –17º C.   

Then why is it snowing in Edmonton, 

Canada? Isn’t 24º too cold for snow?                 

Is it going to snow tomorrow?                        

The map doesn’t say. It’s raining in                      

the eastern part of North America—in 

Chicago, Toronto, Montreal, New York, . . .      

4-G  THE FILLER IT—WEATHER. Make IT-sentences about past, 
present, and future weather in the Western hemisphere. 

You can use info from the map and chart below.  
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1. How . . . [ hot / warm / windy / . . . ] was it in . . . {place} yesterday?                                                
How cool or cold did it get there?  

2. What’s the . . . [ high / low ] temperature today? What temperature                 
will it get to tomorrow? What . . . [ high / low ] is it going to reach? 

3. . . . [ Was it / Is it / Will it be / . . . ] . . . [ hotter / warmer / cooler /                                            
colder / windier / . . . ] in . . . {place} than in . . . {place}?  

4. Where . . . [ was it / is it / will it be / . . . ] . . . [ hotter / colder / cloudier /                                    
windier / . . . ] . . . [ yesterday / today / tomorrow / . . . ]?   

5. How . . . [ hot / warm / cool / cold / windy / . . . ] . . . [ did / does / will / . . . ] it . . .                      
[ get / feel / seem / . . . ] . . . [ yesterday / today / tomorrow / . . . ] in . . . {place}?  

6. [ Was it / Is it / Will it be / . . . ] . . . [ over / under / . . . ] . . . {number} degrees . . . 
[ Fahrenheit / F / Centigrade / Celsius / C ]? 

7. . . . [ Was it / Is it / Will it be / . . . ] getting . . . [ warm(er) / cool(er) / windy /                     
cloudy / overcast / sunny / sunnier / (more) humid / dry(er) / . . . ] in . . . {place}? 

8. . . . [ Was it / Is it / Is it going to be ] . . . [ sunny / rainy / drizzling /                                    
sprinkling / raining / pouring / snowing / storming / thundering / sleeting /                       
hailing / overcast / getting cloudy / clearing up / . . . ] in . . . {place}? 

9. . . . [ When / Where ] . . . [ did / is it going to / . . . ] . . . [ rain / snow / be clear /                          
clear up / be sunny / . . . ] . . . [ yesterday / today / tomorrow / . . . ]? 

10. How . . . [ was it / is it / will it be / is it going to be ] in . . . {place} . . .                                             
[ in the past / now / in the future / . . . ]? 

11. How . . . [ hot / cold / windy / rainy / humid / dry / . . . ] is it usually in . . . {place}? 
12. How’s the . . . [ climate / weather ] in . . . {place} most of the time?  

**4-G Now make more questions, answers, and statements about 
weather in the Western hemisphere. You can use the cities, symbols, 
and temperatures from the map and chart on the previous page and/or 
real information of your own choice—the weather in the past few days, 
today, and in the near future. ***Where can you get infoabout weather? 
From newspapers, TV, radio, weather sites, pop-up screens, . . . .    

What’s the weather like in Los Angeles today> You know, they sing, “It never rains          

in Southern California,” but that’s not true. It rained yesterday. It’s drizzling now,          

and it’s going to pour later on today. It isn’t going to rain tomorrow, however.          

It’s finally going to clear up. It’s only 8:00 in the  morning, so it’s only about 48º 
now, But it’s getting warmer, isn’t it? Will it get up to 70º? When will it be sunny?    

EXAMPLES:  

Here are some common question patterns with the filler IT.  
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 GRAMMAR NOTES: The Filler IT  vs. THERE 
You can use the filler IT in sentences with BE before points in time, distances, and adjectives.                   

The linking verbs seem, feel, and get before adjectives are common in IT-sentences, too.                       
So are non-linking verbs like rain, snow, sleet, hail, storm cloud up, clear up, etc.  

In contrast, the filler THERE appears in BE-sentences before singular or plural noun subjects. 
EXAMPLES:  THE PAST: Was there an earthquake the other day? Yes, there was.  There were aftershocks                   

too, weren’t there?  No, I don’t think there were. And there wasn’t much wind. 
THE PRESENT: There are high winds coming from the mountains, aren’t there? But there isn’t a cloud in the sky.  

THE FUTURE: Is there going to be a snowstorm this week? Yes, there probably is. Will it hail? 

Sometimes, a BE-sentence with the filler THERE before a noun subject can have                              
a similar meaning  to a sentence or sentences with the filler IT.   EXAMPLES:  

 THE PAST: There was a thunderstorm the day before yesterday, wasn’t there?  =  It was stormy                         
the day before yesterday, wasn’t it?  =  It stormed and thundered the day before yesterday, didn’t it?.   

THE PRESENT: There’s thunder and lightning in thie mountains. = It’s thundering and lightening in the mountains. 
There’s snow, too. =  It’s snowy, too.   Is there hail? = Is it hailing?  Yes, there is. = Yes, it is.  

THE FUTURE:  There may be a drought this summer. =  It may be very dry this summer.                                  
There won’t be high humidity. =  It won’t be very humid.   There isn’t going to be any rain .  =   It won’t rain .    

Will there be much sun?  =  Will it be very sunny?   

4-H  THE FILLER IT VS. THERE. In the conversation on the next 
page, circle the correct filler [in brackets]: IT or THERE. 

On the lines, put the correct forms of  the missing weather words. 
Choose from nouns, verbs, and adjectives in the box below.                     
There are underlined clues in the previous and following sentences.      

NOTE: *If there’s more than one correct possibility, choose the words that sound the best.  

NOUNS VERBS & VERB PHRASES 
COUNTABLE NOUNS: 
SINGULAR / PLURAL 

UNCOUNTABLE 
NOUNS 

BASE / -S FORM /                          
SIMPLE PAST / -ING FORM 

snowstorm(s) snow snow(s) / snowed / snowing  snowy 
cloud(s) cloudiness cloud(s) / clouded / clouding up cloudy, overcast 

the sun  sunshine clear(s) / cleared / clearing up sunny, bright, clear 
wind(s), breeze(s) wind become(s) / became / becoming [windy] windy, breezy 

 heat, cold get(s) / got / getting [hot, cold] hot, cold 
 warmth, coolness get(s) / got / getting [warmer] warm, mild, cool  
 mist, fog, smog be / is / was [misty, foggy, . .] misty, foggy, smoggy 

ADJECTIVES  

 humidity, moisture be / is / was [humid, . . .] humid, moist, damp 
drought(s) drought, aridity be / is / was [dry, arid, . . .] arid, dry 

 darkness, light get(s) / got / getting [darker, .] dark, light 

rainstorm(s), shower(s)  rain(fall) rain(s) / rained / raining rainy, wet 
  thunder, lightning thunder(s) / thundering  
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a: Travel brochures? How’s the weather around the world these days?  

b: Well, let’s see now. 1 [ It / There ] looks like 2 [ it / there ]’s snowing in Anchorage, 
Alaska, isn’t 3[ it / there ]?  Is 4 [ it / there ] *5  snow  in Edmonton, Canada, too?                  
Yes, *6 [ it / there ] is.  *7 [ It / There ]’s also 8 ____________ there.   

a: Isn’t 9 [ it / there ] raining in some eastern North American cities today?  

b: 10 [ It / There ] sure is. 11 [ It / There ] often 12 __________ in Toronto,                                
Chicago, and New York.  And at the moment *13 [ it / there ]’s even                                         
*14  raining   in Miami, Florida.  So 15 [ it / there ]’s not sunny there now.   

a: But *16 [ it / there ] was *17 _____________ in Miami all last week, wasn’t                                 
*18 [ it / there ]? And *19 [ it / there ] will be *20 __________ in Miami all next                          
week, won’t *21 [ it / there ]? Isn’t Florida known as “the Sunshine State?”  

b: Yes, it is. But I think 22 [ it / there ]’s even more 23 ______________                                         
in Hawaii all year round, right?  

a: You know, I don’t think 24 [ it / there ] is.  It’s not a sunnier state.                                            
And there are often high winds there, too—or at least gentle breezes.  

b: True. I was there last year, and 25 [ it / there ] was 26 _______ or 27 ________                    
every day. By the way, what do you know about the climate of the islands? 

a: Well, I know 28 [ it / there ]’s usually mild in temperature near the coast.                                
In fact, many tourists visit Hawaiian beaches because of their warmth.    

b: Yeah, 29 [ it / there ]’s mostly nice and 30 _______ in Honolulu—in the 70ºs.                           
31 [ It / There ]’s also moderately rainy. The trade winds bring showers, so                           
32 [ it / there ]’s often 33 __________ on Oahu.  34 [ It / There ]’s often cloudy                           
or partly 35 ___________ there.  Occasionally, 36 [ it / there ]’s overcast.  

a: Really? Then how about the humidity of the islands?                                                              
Does 37 [ it / there ] usually get very 38 _____________ there?  

b: I’d say 39 [ it / there ]’s generally more 40 __________ than dry in the state.                         
And isn’t 41 [ it / there ] sometimes mist or fog over the ocean or coast?    

a: You’re right. Because of the moisture in the warm air, 42 [ it / there ] can                       
sometimes get a little 43 ______________ or 44 ______________. Nobody                     
complains about the aridity or dryness of the Hawaiian coastal regions.  

b: Right. But 45 [ it / there ] are many 46 ________ or 47 ________                                       
regions in the world, aren’t 48 [ it / there ]—like the deserts?  

a: Sure 49 [ it / there ] are. And people complain about both                            
the heat and the cold in the Sahara, the Gobi, the Kalahari, . . .   

b: So 50 [ it / there ] can get really 51 ______________ or                                                 
52 ____________ in the desert. And windy too?  

a: Yep. 53 [ It / There ] are strong desert 54 _____________.                                     
But are 55 [ it /tThere ] droughts there too?   

b: a: 
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**4-H  Here are some photos of places in the world. Choose one of 
them, but don’t tell its number 1-11. Write about it for up 10 minutes 
and/or talk about it for up to 3 minutes.  Use the fillers IT and THERE 
when appropriate. From your description, can your readers or 
listeners identify the photo?  EXAMPLE: 

***Where in the world do you think the place might be?                                  
Give reasons (time, distance, weather, things, etc.) for your guess.  

2 1 

3 5 4 

In this place it’s very dry, isn’t it?  There’s not a drop of water anywhere.          

There are a few wispy clouds in the sky, but it isn’t going to rain or snow here soon.          

There’s some sagebrush on the rocky ground but there isn’t any grass or other greenery.          

There are big stones in the foreground and a rock formation in the background.  I bet this place is in 

Arizona or another arid Western state.  It could be any season.  Maybe it’s midday.  It probably isn’t 

early morning or late afternoon—because there aren’t any long shadows.  Is it hot or cold right now?          
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Chapter 4: The Filler IT vs. THERE                          

Scenario: The World 

6 7 

8 9 

10 11 

****4-H  Can you bring photos of outdoor places? Show them to others. 
Look carefully at their pictures. Then answer these questions.                      
Include the fillers IT and THERE when appropriate:  
Where might this place be? Why do you think so? (You can tell about time, 
distance, climate, weather, natural features, and other things.)  

The picture owners can tell if others’ guesses are correct or not.  
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1. What’s the climate like in your hometown?  When is it usually . . . [ hot / warm / cool / 
mild / freezing cold / . . . ]?  What’s the average temperature in . . .  [ winter / spring / 
summer / fall / autumn / the rainy season / the dry season / January / March / May / 
July / August / September / November / . . . ]?  When does it most often . . . [ rain / 
snow /  hail / get humid / . . . ]? Are there ever . . . [ earthquakes / blizzards / 
snowstorms / thunderstorms / windstorms / tornadoes / hurricanes / cyclones / 
monsoons / landslides / droughts / . . . ]  When do they occur?   What’s it like then?   

2. Do you like the climate in your . . . [ hometown / area / native country / . . . ]?                          
Why or why not? For you, what is the perfect climate like? (Give details about 
seasons, temperatures, precipitation, sunshine, weather events, etc. ) 

3. Just for the climate, choose a place in the world to travel.  What’s the weather like 
there now? How far away is it . . . in [ kilometers / miles ]?  How long . . .                             
[ does / will ] it take to get there by [ plane / train / boat / . . . ]?  On your departure, 
what . . . [ date / day of the week / time / . . . ] will it be?  On your arrival there,                      
what . . . [ day / time / . . . ] will it be? How about your return?  

**4-I  SUMMARY OF THE Scenario: The World.  Here are some 
questions and patterns for questions about time, 

distance, climate, and weather. For a conversation, choose some of 
the questions and some of the words for the blanks. Use your own 
vocabulary and ideas too. Ask someone else your questions.                         
If you can’t remember them, take notes on the responses.  

Like Mediterranean cities, Los Angeles, California, is known for its moderate climate. There are 

seasonal changes in rainfall. It’s dry in summer and rainier (wetter) in winter. Is it late spring 

through early fall? Then there’s a “marine layer” in the “L.A. Basin.” Is it nighttime?                 

Then typically, there’s fog over the ocean. It moves inland and becomes smog. It’s generally smoggier 

in some areas of the city than others—especially when it’s hot and dry. It seldom rains between May 

and October. From November to April, however, the polar jet stream reduces the marine layer.               

There are Pacific storms and cold fronts. At downtown Los Angeles, there are about 15 inches of 

rainfall per year. The average high temperature is 75º F. The average low is 57º F.                 
It doesn’t vary much in temperature throughout the year. It’s not usually very windy . . .   

***With your conversation partner, join another pair. For the group, 
summarize your partner’s and your Ideas. Listen to other people’s 
conversation summaries. Make comments, tell your views, ask 
questions, and get answers. Finally, tell the class the most interesting 
or useful points of your discussion.    EXAMPLES:  

****Can you write about the world in paragraph form? Your title might be 
“The Perfect Climate,” or “A Travel Plan to . . . ” or . . . ? Share your writing.  


